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OPERATION AND AD JUSTfffiWTS OF THE THREE WIRE AUTOIvIATIG TELEPHONE.
INTRODUCTION
The relative fundamental circuits of the manually operated
and automatic systems are practically the same, but due to the
auxiliary circuits needed for the automatic calling, releasing,
etc., the plan of the circuits has become so intricate that many
readers find difficulty- in understanding even the fundamental
principles of the system. Furthermore the information available
in regard to automatic telephones is so limited that it is diffi-
cult to obtain any reliable information about them.
This thesis presents a study of the operation and adjust-
ments of the three wire automatic telephone, and defines the
differences between the party line and independent line instrur-
ments. In order that the detailed description which follows be
more readily understood, a short outline of making a call has a
place in the introduction.
At the conclusion of the thesis, some new appliances that
have been proposed by the author are explained. These are to
improve the operation and eliminate some of the troubles of the
instruments
.
The operation and adjustments of the instruments will be
best followed by refering to the inserted drawings.
In taking up the instrument the first step will be to give
a general outline of the working principle of the three wire
J
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system. The name "three wire" comes from the fact that three
wires come into the instrument, two of which are line wires from
the exchange and the third is a ground- wire. The fundamental
principle of operation is that impulses are sent to the exchange
from subscribers telephone by repeatedly making and breaking the
electrical circuits. One side of the main battery is to ground,
and the other side is attached to line wires, so that in calling
the ground acts as one conductor.
An attempt will be made to give a general idea of the
manipulation of the connections and disconnections during a call.
This description will be limited to the actions in the telephone
itself, with a mention of the corresponding conditions in exchange
apparatus.
The ordinary automatic instrument consists of four general
circuits, the calling, ringing, talking and release circuits.
In outlining a complete cycle for a call, the first circuit to
be used would be the calling circuit. This calling circuit al-
though spoken of as one circuit consists in reality of two
circuits used at different times, which will be explained by a
concrete example.
Suppose that a subscriber proposes calling the number
4-2-0-0. The finger is placed in dial slot number 4. V^hen the
dial is rotated the first fraction of an inch, a little arm
trips the ground spring and it immediately makes contact with the
ground post. The ground post acts as a continuation of ground
circuit, so in this position the ground spring is connected
to ground. The dial is then pulled around until the finger
touches finger stop. The finger is then removed and the dial
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rotates back counter clockwise due to the tension in dial spring.
Now for each number slot on dial there is a corresponding
tooth on the cam vvheel. The function of these teeth is to push
the vertical impulse spring against the ground post. As the
vertical impulse spring is connected to the vertical side of line
it only takes the connection of the ground post and spring to make
a complete circuit to the exchange. Kow as the first digit called
was four, four cam teeth will consecutively push the vertical
impulse spring against the ground post four times, the impulse
spring returning to its original position after each tooth passes.
Now v/hen the vertical impulse springs touches the post a circuit
is made through battery and a switch, called a first selector,
at the exchange. For each time the circuit is made the lirst
selector steps up one point, so in this specific case the
selector would step up four points because the digit four has
been called. The next action occurs when the rotary impulse
spring is pushed against the ground post. This throws the rotary
side of line to ground, and causes the first selector to auto«
matically select a following switch upon which the next digit
is to be registered.
As the next number to be called is 2 the finger is placed
in dial slot numbei^ 2, and the dial rotated as before. The
second switch, which is called the second selector, steps up two
points. When the rotary impulse spring touches the ground post
the second selector goes into the second position and automatically
selects a following switch, \\hich in this case is called a
"connector".
The next number to be called in naught, and the finger is

placed in dial slot "0" and the dial rotated. This causes ten
cam teeth to engage the impulse spring, which step the con-
nector up ten points. When the rotaiy circuit is made, the
connector is stepped into second position.
When the second naught is called the connector steps
around ten notches. The rotary circuit then throws the connector
into third position which puts theringing battery on the line
called, which is 4-2-0-0. The calling subscriber then presses
the push button thereby breaking the talking circuit and com-
pleting the ringing circuit. This causes bells at station 4200
to ring. As the ringing is done metallic, i. e. over two line
wires, evidently the same line circuit can be used to talk over.
Now when "called" subscriber's telephone is in normal condition
( receiver hook down ) the ringer is continually in the line
circuit, a condenser being put in the circuit so that the line
will not be shorted, 'i^hen when the receiver hook is lifted, the
ringer circuit is disconnected and the receiver and transmitter
circuits are thrown in. In this condition the line is ready
for conversation.
Now when parties are through talking, some plan must be
had to release the connections and return exchange apparatus
to normal condition. To do this electro- magnets are placed on
the apparatus in the exchange to return them to their original
position. These ele ctro- magnets are operated by shorting both
sides of the line to the ground. In the telephone this condition
is brought about by the release springs. Three springs set
parallel to each other are connected to the ground, rotary side
of line and the vertical side of line respectively. When the
I
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receiver hook is pulled down these three springs are pressed
together, which puts the line in a short and grounded condition
and conseciuently releases the exchange apparatus.
This completes the fundamental operations during a call.
Several minor and auxiliary operations take place in the differ-
ent instruments at different times and these \ndll he taken up
along with the main operations in detail.
In conclusion let the reader understand, that all opera-
tions, troubles, and adjustments discussed in the following sec-
tions, are locnl or are those which occur at the instrument
due to the mechanical or electrical dearangeraent of plan. The
troubles that occur due to line or exchange conditions do not
come within the scope of the subject.
J
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PART I
PARTY LINE TELEPHONES.
In the discussion, the party line telephone is taken up
first because it is the most inclusive instrument. It has all
of the mechanical parts that are present in the independent line
telephone with the addition of the lock-out relay asserably,
harmonic ringer and necessary attending circuits. By taking
up the party line instrument first, the discussion of mechanical
parts of the independent instrument will not be necessary in the
division under v;hich it comes.
In the discussion, the different assemblies will be taken
up in the order that they operate in making a call. Further-
more the circuits established or broken during the mechanical
operations will be discussed along with the mechanical operations
in order that their relations may be understood.
1. Main Shaft Assembly and Impulse Assembly
The main shaft assembly is a group of parts about which
the majority of operations take place, that tend to create the
impulses that establish connections with desired station. The
creation of the impulse begins with the rotation of the main
shaft. The main shaft has directly connected to it the dial,
dial spring, cam, normal stop, and indirectly the gear wheel and
governor. See Figures 1, 2, 4 and 7. Each of the above compo-
nents has its special function.
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A. Dial and Dial Spring
In calling, the dial and dial spring ere first operated.
The dial attaches on the outside end of the main shaft. It is
not electrically connected, "being insulated from the shaft by-
means of fibre washers. This insulation is for subscriber's
benefit, as battery is on frame during certain stages of calling,
and if dial was not insulated from frame the leakage of current
would cause discomfort. This insulation is often the cause of
dial displacement. The dial is fastened to shaft by means of
a machine bolt, the insulation fibre being between head of bolt
and dial. This connection must be firm to keep dial in one
position. As explained in introduction there is a cam tooth
corresponding to every slot in dial and if dial shifts, the
relative position of slot and cam tooth will be changed causing
cam tooth to not engage impulse spring at right time.
In calling the dial is rotated clock7»;ise, winding up the
dial spring until the finger touches finger stop. As all im-
pulses ere created on the backward rotation of dial, the finger
should be removed and dial allowed to ROTATE BACK BY ITSELF.
Many people have the idea that the dial should be helped back
to its normal position. If this is done poor service is bound
to result, as instruments in office are adjusted for certain
impulse periods, and when dial is forced back, these periods
are not of proper duration, and some impulses fail to materialize
giving the wrong number.
An important agent in the creation of the impulse is the
dial spring. This spring is identical to the main spring of a
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clock. It is situated immediately behind the dial, and has its
inner end attached to the main shaft, and its outer end attached
to the frame of key board. Waen dial is rotated clockwise, the
spring winds up, and when finger is removed, the spring returns
dial to normal position.
The speed at which dial returns to normal position is
determined partly by dial spring tension and partly by governor,
which is explained in a following section. In adjusting dial
spring, it is aimed to have tension sufficient to insure a posi-
tive return of dial. If, however, spring has too much tension,
difficulty will be had in the initial rotation of dial and
returning speed will be too great.
The dial spring should always be kept free from dust and
rust, as either if present in sufficient (quantities will cause
the spring to bind with the result of uneven impulses in calling.
B. Normal Stop
The next component of the main shaft assembly to be taken
up is the normal stop. It is attached to the inner end of main
shaft by collar clamp and set screw. { See Figure 2 part 8. )
It has two arras about 40 degrees apart that operate in a plane
at right angles to shaft. Its function is to engage the lever
lock and release talking springs. In normal position the lower
arm holds the talking springs in contact. 7/hen a call is to be
made it is very necessar:/ that these springs be parted, for
as explained in introduction the talking circuit is metallic,
while the calling circuit is from one side of line to ground, and
if springs are not parted line will be shorted and calling short

Fig. E- Sin^l^'Party, Line Telephone
Kay bocurd.
G roo/ic/ 'Post. 6.
-
f^a c< j V « k Hook, II- ' lk!»j Springs.
S.'-Rotai^y X^^, Spnti^. 5. -Wo^-mfl/ Stofi, IS-' (governor.
^.
- L a\^e r Lock, 3,- Lever Lock Sfrr/n^.
S.-5f»i€ler /frnt^rccktt^o.- Gear Wheel.
Ftrptn ffuto, £teet. Go. T^rint.
\
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will bo the result. Wow as inain shaft turns at the beginning of
a call the lower arm rises and due to the tension in talking
springs they part of their own accord.
The next function of the normal stop is to connect ground
spring to ground post. See Figure 2 parts 1, 2^ In normal
condition the ground spring should not be in contact with ground
post, as ground post is connected directly to release springs
and line connections would be released if receiver hook was pulled
down when line was in use. In normal position the ground spring
is held away from ground post by lever lock. See Figure 2 part 4.
The function of the upper arm of normal stop is to lift lever lock
away and allow ground spring to engage ground post. To do this
a small pin in end of upper arm of normal stop pushes lever arm
up, and then ground spring due to its own tension presses on
ground post.
At this point the adjustment of lever lock and ground
spring will be taken up. The lever lock swings loosely on a
small screw that is attached to main frame. The lever lock should
be perfectly loose on this screw shaft so that it will work up
and down without any perceptible friction. It should lie
parallel to the frame plate along its entire length. Above the
lever lock and attached to ground spring assembly is the lever
lock spring. See Figure 2, part 9.
'•^'his spring is curved and rests on top edge of lever lock.
It should bear lightly agsinst the frame plate to keep it from
slipping off of lever lock. Its function is to hold lever lock
down when in normal position. It should have medium tension,
just sufficient to allow lever lock to operate quickly.
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As a rule, the lever lock does not cause much trouble.
The trouble experienced, however, is vhen frame plate and lock
shaft become corroded with rust. This causes sluggish motion
and in many cases the lock sticks. The trouble can be eliminated
by taking a soft lead pencil and coating the rubbing parts with
graphite. This makes smooth surfaces for the sliding contact.
The groimd spring should be so curved that when in normal
position the lever lock holds platinum point about one- sixteenth
inch from contact point on ground post, llhen it is tripped it
should have firm contact on ground post and the lever lock
bushing should be clear of the spring. The tip of ground spring
should clear the tip of lever lock v^hen lever lock operates. If
they do not clear the rota y side of line will be grounded through"
frame.' See Figure 1 part 5. Finally the ground spring must
not trip from normal position except when dial is operated. It
should be stable enough so jars by receiver hook will not trip
it.
G. Cam
The cam constitutes a very important part in the calling
device. The cam placed in the latest constructed telephones
consist of a circular disk of stamped metal. See Figures S, 4.
It is attached to main shaft by means of a slotted sheathed
Rearing over which fits a collar clamp with set screw.
The periphery/ of the cam is notched v.ith teeth, which are
primarily a continuation of cam itself. They are about 5/8
inch long and 1/4 inch wide, and have their axes in the
plane of the cam. The teeth are bent so their planes are at
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abont thirty degrees to that of the plane of the cam. 'This
angle is to conform with the angle on shoulder of impulse springs.
By having the teeth and spring shoulder st an angle greater
range of movement is possible.
In calling backward rotation of the cam presses the teeth
consecutively against the shoulder of "vertical" impulse spring
causing it to make contact v^ith ground post. After one tooth
has passed, the vertical impulse spring, due to its tension,
returns to normal position, 'i'hen for every ccam tooth that passes
spring, the calling circuit is es^rablished and a fraction of
second later it is broken. This circuit is from ground to the
vertical side of line. Refering to Figure 1 the circuit will be
traced out. Starting with ground post { part 18 ) the circuit
goes to the top lock-out relay springs, (part 9) thence through
spring to ground spring and ground post { part 5 ). As we are
tracing at instant of contact of ground post and vertical impulse
spring, the circuit continues through vertical spring to frame,
the vertical spring being shorted permanently to the frame. It
continues on frame to top talking spring ( part 8 ) which also
is permanently shorted to Irame. Prom this spring the circuit
is completed by connection to vertical binding post.
Following the tenth cam tooth at a distance of one half
inch ( peripheral measurement ) is an isolated tooth, which is
called the "rotary" cam tooth. ( See Figure 4 part 9 ). This
tooth travels in a plane that is inch back from the plane of
the vertical cam teeth axes. The function of the rotf.ry cam
tooth is to cause rotary impulse spring to engage the ground
post. ^7hen this action takes plade the rotary side of line is
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grounded which causes switch in exchange to automatically select
a following trunk that is not husy. This action occurs after all
of vertical cam teeth have passed the vertical impulse spring.
The movements for the rotary cam tooth are the same as for an
individual vertical tooth.
The cam is a very important factor in establishing the
impulses, and it is therefore very essential that its adjustment
be as perfect as possible. In order that all the impulses
be uniform, the cam teeth must all be set at the same angle, and
have all their axes in a single plane which is at right angles
to the main shaft, in this positinn all will strike the ir»-
pulse spring at the same relative point and with practically
the same force. In actual practice it is difficult to alvmys
have this ideal condition. In the initial adjustment, the cam
is lined up relative to the dial, that is the cam is clamped to
the shaft so that when number 1 on dial is operated, cam tooth
number one only, will engege iraxmlse spring. Or when 5 on dial
is operated, the first five cam teeth only will engage spring,
and so on. This adjustment is made by setting cam so that when
figure 1 on dial is pulled down to linger stop, the rear of
impulse tooth number 1 will come even with the rear of vertical
impulse spring shoulder. In fastening cam to main shaft, the
collar clamp should be as tight as possible, for if cam shifts
on shaft the relative position of cam teeth and dial numbers will
be changed, which would cause two cam teeth to engage spring
where only one was intended or vise- versa, thus giving the wrong
number. Also in clamping cam collar a small amount of play must
be left between cam and gear wheel or the two will bind. Further-
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more collar clanp must be turned forward enough, so that it will
not come into contact with receiver hoot assembly when "Long Distant
Distance" or 10 is operated. Conversely the collar clamp must
not be touching the rotary cam tooth assembly. If such is the
case the tooth v,ill be shorted to the frame, and when rotary
impulse spring is touched to ground post, the rotary and vertical
sides of line will be shorted to ground which is the condition
for releasing, and conse4_uently line connections will be released.
( See Figure 4 part 2 ).
The next step in ad;justing is to fix the relative engaging
positinn of cam teeth with impulse spring. If cam teeth are very
much out of line, the force and time of impulses will vary. A
good plan for adjusting is to select a tooth that has an average
position. All teeth are then bent to conform to this one, that
is the other teeth are bent so that impulse spring v^rill make
contact with the ground post when the teeth are in the same rela-
tive position.
One case of impulse trouble often found is that of a
warped cam. This is especially true of the later style cams
which are of stamped metal. These cams are not heavy enough to
hold their shape, and ivith varying temperature conditions and
time they lose their shape, thus throwing the cam teeth out of
line. The old fashioned cross laid cams although heavier and more
expensive in construction, have a decided advantage over the
nev/er ones. if the cam does warp four or five teeth will pro-
ject out of axis plane, causing four or five teeth to givo light
impulses, while the remainder which are nearer the plane of the
impulse spring will give heavy impulses. The remedy in case of
I
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a slightly warped cam is t o bend teeth until their axes are all
in one plane. If cam is warped very badly the only procedure is
to replace it.
The rotary impulse tooth adjustment is the same as that of
the vertical teeth. Once it is securely in place it will operate
indefinitely without trouble. It must cause the rotary impulse
spring to have a firm and long contact with ground post. The long
contact is made possible by normally having rotary spring close to
post, thus spring will hold it to post a greater length of time.
The connecting link between the cam and the speed governing
apparatus is the cam pawl. ( See Figure 4 part 4 ). This pawl
works freely on an individual shaft attached to cam. It has a
small radius of movement and is held on shalt by means of a coil
spring. Its function is to engage the gear ^heel as ratchet on
the backward motion of the dial and cam. ( ^ee Figure 4 part 1 ).
As the gear wheel is geared directly to the governor shaft, the
returning speed is determined by the governor. As the governor
is taken up in another section its operation will not be discussed
at this t ime
•
For proper operation the cam pawl needs careful adjustment.
Then the dial is rotated clockwise ( pulled dovm to finger stop )
the pawl should not engage the gear wheel. It is difiicult to
get an adjustment whoreby pawl will not "drag" to a certain extent,
and work well otherwise, so it is allowed to drag slightly on
gear wheel. However, it must not be eo tight as to pull gear
wheel when dial is being pulled around to finger stop. The pawl
operation is controlled by the coil spring mentioned above. Be-
sides holding the pawl in position, it also causes the engagement
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of pawl with gear wheel on "backward stroke of dial. The pawl
spring should have proper tension, so that when dial is released
the pawl hook will engage with the gear wheel tooth that is
directly in front of it. If spring has sluggish action the pawl
will mojpe over five or six or more teeth before catching a gear
wheel tooth. This will cause the first cam teeth to fly past the
impulse spring without giving time for the impulse to be created.
This trouble can be eliminated by shortening pawl spring or else
by attaching it farther up on the hook portion of pawl.
The dragging of the gear wheel by pawl is obviated by taking
some tension out of spring or by stretching it while still in
normal position. In adjusting pawl, it should be noted that
pawl blade is at right angles to point of contact on gear wheel.
Many times the pawl blade projects too far away from gear wheel.
This trouble is noticed by the pawl catching on the receiver hook
assembly during the clockwise rotation of dial. This can be avoided
by changing position of receiver hook assembly or filing off a
small portion of pawl blade.
^» Impulse Springs.
Passing from the cam and gear wheel, next in order is the
impulse springs assembly. The impulse springs are long curved
pieces of metal made of an alloy similar to German silver. ( See
Figure 5b. ). They are attached to frame by means of a fibre
assembly. As the vertical side of line is permanently attached
to frame the vertical impulse spring needs no insulation. The
' rotery spring, however, is insulated and does not touch any other
metal part. At the raid-points of the springs a shoulder is formed
i
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by "bending the .springs. This shoulder is about ^- inch in width
and is at an angls of 20 degrees with the other part of spring.
( See i'igure 5 b part 3 ). In assembled position the planes of
the two springs are parallel, and the platinum contact points
which are at the ends of the springs are about one inch apart.
Suspended midway between the two ends of the springs is the
ground post. For operative conditions the point of contact of
the ground post is about 3/8 inch from the vertical impulse
spring and l/8 inch from the rotary spring.
As explained in the introduction the impulse springs are
pushed up against the ground post thus alternately completing the
different circuits. Briefly these circuits will be traced out
from Figure 1. The ground post has its ground connection through
the following circuit. The ground wire is attached to ground
binding post ( part 18 ). From there the circuit continues to
the lower springs of lock-out relay, ( part 9 ) going through
the springs it finally connects with ground spring and thence to
ground post, ( part 5 ). Now when the vertical impulse spring
is brought into contact with the post the circuit continues
through the spring to the frame, arom. the frame it goes on the
upper talking spring ( part 8 ) and then on the vertical line
binding post, ( part ). 'Then the rotary spring is brought
into contact with the ground post the circuit goes through the
rotary spring directly to the rotary line binding post. ( part
16 ).
The impulse springs receive their operating force from the
cam teeth. :7hen this force is applied the spring and ground post
make a contact. It is necessary in order to have a good contact

Fig, 5 a.
Ground Cuf-off "Relay and Trans, Closing Sprin
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that the spring and ground posts "be lined up so that the platinum
points engage squarely and firmly. The spring must also l)e
lined up so that the cam teeth engage the shoulder of spring
broadside. Therefore the shoulder of the spring should have the
same angle as the cam teeth. As described above, this angle is
about thirty degrees with the plane of the spring. Hoinever the
above adjustment can not be followed as a fast rule as often the
impulse springs have to be placed to suit the position of the cam.
Again, if the angle in the vertical spring is too great,
the fore part of the spring will be pushed out and foul on the
cam pawl. In this state the shoulder of the spring presents it-
self too much at broadside to the first cam tooth, with the result
that the spring is projected out and over the gear wheel and the
cam pawl. This action, if it occurs, takes place during clock-
wise rotation of dial, and the result is the abrupt stop of the
dial or a broken or bent impulse spring. The ideal adjustment
for the impulse spring to obviate this trouble is to have the
plane of the spring in the plane of the cam. vThen in this
condition the vertical spring will only move a minimum distance
in either direction when acted on by the cam teeth. Another
minor adjustment to prevent this trouble is made with the damper
spring. This part is a small thin piece of tempered metal that
rests on top of the vertical spring. Its function is to cut down
the vibrations of the vertical impulse spring when the cam teeth
are passing it. By having proper tension in the damper spring
it will hold the vertical spring steady enough so that it will
not be thrown over in the line of the cam pawl when the first cam
tooth pushes the shoulder of the i ipulse spring. However, if the
4j
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damper spring bears too hard on the vertical impulse spring, it
will impair the free motion of the spring causing it to stick.
Again, if it is too loose the impulse spring will vibrate after
the tooth has passed giving two or three contacts where only
one is intended. It is readily seen then that adjustment must
be the mean of the two above cases. A good plan to follow is to
bend the spring down until it is bearing on the impulse spring.
Then flip the vertical spring with the finger, and if it returns
to its original pos ition wit hout vibration the adjustment will
suffice
.
The length of contact between the vertical impulse spring
and post is very important. In perfect adjustment the two should
make contact when the front edge of cam tooth and front edge
of spring are flush. This arrangement gives a period of contact
equal to the time it takes the cam tooth to slide along and off
of spring shoulder. If the contact is made before the two edges
are flush the contact is too long end a so called "heavy impulse"
is given to the switch in the exchange. If contact is made after
the edges pass, the contact is of too short a duration. This
gives a light impulse. As the switches in the exchange are
adjusted for certain timed impulses, it is very important that
the instrument impulse adjustment be for a corresponding duration
of time.
The rotary impulse spring has the reverse position of the
vertical spring as concerns the shoulder. The two springs are
identical with the above exception and the added exception that
their platinum contact points are on opposite sides. For each
rotation of the dial the rotary impulse spring is brought in
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contact with the ground post only once. This feeing the case it
is not necessary that its adjustments he so accurate, as with
the vertical impulse springs. However the contact with the
ground post should be as long as possible, and for this reason
the rotary impulse spring in normal position is placed closer to
the ground post than in the vertical impulse spring.
E. Governor and Gear Wheel.
The governor works in conjunction with the dial spring,
and regulates the speed and period of impulses. A short descrip-
tion of the construction, and explanation of principle will
probably be helpful in understanding its operation. Figure 7
shows the front and rear views of the governor assembly.
The governor works on the same principle as the fly ball
type of engine governor. Two half disks are hinged to a cross
plate which in turn is fixed to the governor shaft. These
half disks are held in place by means of two small coil springs.
( See Figure 7 part 4 ). The governor shaft is about two inches
in length and has its bearing on each side of the frame. The
shaft is fluted to permit the engagement of the gear wheel. The
governor vshaft is geared directly to the main shaft by means of
the gear wheel, so when the dial rotates on its backward movement
the cam pawl operates the gear whed causing the governor to
rotate. Due to the centrifugal force the half disks are thrown
outward, and limits the speed of the mechanism. By adjusting
the length of the coil springs, the outward motion of the half
disks is controlled, thus affording a means of adjusting for
any desired speed. Shortening the springs keeps the he If disks

Bock
Fig. 1'^ Governor Assembly.
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in closer, thereby giving greater speed, while lengthening the
springs allow the disks to swing out farther, thus cutting down
the speed.
The half disks are grooved on the frame side of the governr
or. These grooves fit on a circular rira which is fixed to
the
frame. 7hen the governor attains a too high rate of speed, the
grooves come into contact with the rim, which causes friction,
with the result that the speed is cut down.
A common trouble that impedes the free action of the
governor is friction between the disks, and the cross plate.
( See Figure 7 ). The disks are fastened to the cross plate
by
means of steel pins which are stationary with respect to the
disks. The cross plate should work freely on the disks when in
perfect ad;)ustment. The steel pins are rivited into position and
after they are once in place it is difficult to make any changes.
They must fit reasonably snug to prevent lateral movement of the
disks and yet must not be so tight as to cause them to bind
in any way. If the disks bind on the cross plate the governor
will have a jerky irregular motion, and conseciuently the impulses
will be uneven. This trouble often occurs in hot weather due to
expansion of the parts. If dust gets between the parts the effec
is the same. The remedy generally used in this case is to
thoroughly clean the parts with gasoline. No kind of oil should
ever be used on any part of governor, as it collects dust and in
time will cause the bearings to gum.
The governor bearings consist of set screws, placed in
each side of the frame, with bearing sockets drilled in the ends.
The governor side of the shaft is first placed in the bearing on
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the inner frame plate sheath, after which the set screw bearing
on the dial side is turned or screwed over the other end of
governor shaft. This set screw regulates the lateral play of
the governor shaft, and should not exceed I/I6 inch.
The part of the governor shaft that fits into the bearing
is often a source of trouble. In damp weather the bearing end
often becomes corroded giving a sluggish motion to the governor.
Another trouble that is often found is due to the construction
of the governor.
The surface of the governor shaft is grooved axially to
permit the engagement of the gear. Sometimes in the machining,
the worl^men were either careless or unaware of what they were
doing and in many cases the grinders have cut into the bearing
portion of the shaft. In these cases little grooves from ^/
to 1/64 inch deep are found in the bearing portion of the shaft.
These impair the rotation, besides giving an uneven movement to
the governor. Tith great care the bearing portion of shaft can
be filed down, which helps the trouble, but does not prove entire-
ly satisfactory.
The gear wheel is talren up in this section because it is
the conriecting link between the governor and main shaft. ( See
Figure 4 part 1 ). The gear wheel is made of brass, is about
four inches in diameter, and has 125 teeth on its periphery. It
rotates freely on the main shaft and is operated by means of the
cam pawl and the back-hook pawl. In perfect ad^istment it only
rotates in one direction, which is counter-clockwise (looking
from dial side )
•
Its function is two- fold. First, it is the connecting link
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tetween the cam and the governor. The cam pawl, described under
the cam, engages the gear wheel teeth on the taclward stroke of
the dial causing the wheel to rotate.
The second function of the gear wheel is to assist in the
down stroke of the receiver hook when releasing. The spider arm
hrtcket ( discussed later ) presses the release springs together,
and as the release contact must he maintained a maximum length of
time the receiver hook must not be jerked down quickly. Attached
to the receiver hook assembly is the back pawl. ^^Jhen the receiver
hook is up the back pawl is held away from the gear wheel by the
back pawl stop. ( See Figure 4 part 8 ). "/hen the receiver hook
is pulled down, the pawl is lifted away from the stop and engages
the gear wheel. This operates the governor and causes the down-
ward raotion of the receiver hook to be slower than it would other-
wise.
The gear wheel gives very little trouble, and practically
only one adjustment should be looked to. The gear wheel must not
bind on the shaft or the cam. In fitting the gear wheel note
that it revolves freely. Also in clamping cam to the shaft, note
that there is play between the cam and the wheel of about 1/64
inch.
2. Receiver and Back Kook Assembly.
Briefly the different functions of the receiver and back
hook assembly will be mentioned, after which a detailed descrip-
tion of each part will be taken up separately. In this discussion
it may be helpful for the reader to refer to Figures 1, 2, 6, 5 a,
and 8. Figure 1 shows the circuit arrangement for the different
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parts concerned; figure 2 shows the mechanical arrangement of
the parts; figure 6 shows the release springs operated hy part
of thG assembly; and figure 8 shows the receiver and hack hook
assembly with the aide of frame and the main shaft assembly
removed
.
In the party line telephone, when the receiver hook is
allowed to go up, the first action that takes place is the lifting
of the lock-out bracket from the main lock-out springs. { See
Figure 1 part 6 and Figure 8 part 14 ). The first action is to
break the contact of the two lower springs. This de- energizes
the lock-out coil. This circuit can be traced out on Figure 1
from part 6. ^'he lower spring goes to the upper spring of main
lock-out springs. The upper spring connection goes to the lock-
out coil terminal, through the coil, and to the rotary line bind-
ing post ( part 18 ). The lower spring of the main lock-out
springs is connected to the ground binding post. Then when the
ground cut-off springs are parted the lock-out coil circuit is
broken. After this circuit is broken the second spring from the
bottom ( Figure 5 a ) is pushed on up and the three upper springs
come in contact. This action closes the transmitter circuit,
which is discussed under the "Talking Circuit".
Now suppose at the end of a call, the receiver hook is to
be pulled down. The back hook pawl first engages the gear wheel,
which regulates the downward motion of receiver hook. The ground
spring bracket moves down and allows the ground cut-off and
transmitter closing springs to return to their normal position
The release bracket ( Figure 8 part 15 ) then presses the release
springs together, grounds both sides of the line and releases
i
connections in the exchange. These circuits are very simple the
vertical release spring "being connected to the frame and from
the frame to the vertical line binding post, the rotary release
spring being connected directly to the rotary line binding post,
and the ground release spring being connected to the ground
binding post. ( See Figures 1 and 6 )
.
Finally the ground spring bracket dis- engages the ground
spring from the ground post, and simultaneously, the lock-out
bracket dis- engages the main lock-out springs.
The receiver and back hook assembly contains the following
parts: receiver hook, back hook, spider bracket, back- hook pawl
and spring, back- hook spring and back- hook spring link. The
receiver hook being the initial part to be operated will be dis-
cussed first.
A. Receiver Hook.
In the ad justiient and operation of the receiver hook, the
receiver hook prongs must be the proper distance apart to insure
the firm holding of receiver. If they are not, the weight of the
receiver may pull itself through the prongs, allowing the hook
to go up and conseciuently throv;ing a short on the line through
the transmitter closing springs. The screws holding the receiver
hook to back hook must be tight and the receiver hook properly
placed so that it will not rub against the box.
B. Back Hook.
The adjustment of the back hook is very difficult owing
to its position, it being inside of the frame and back of the
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gear wheel. Fortunately, however, it is fairly stable, and
requires little attention. Its functions are to hold the spider
bracket and back pawl, and to transmit the force of the back- hook
spring which throws the receiver hook up when the receiver is
taken off. Its bearing pinion, which is attached to frame, must
not bind and must be at right angles to the frame plate. { Figure
8 part 16 ). The hook must move in a plane parallel to the
frame plate and must not rub on the frame.
C. Spider Bracket.
The spider bracket is a single piece of metal having three
arras, which are called the lock-out bracket, release bracket, and
ground spring bracket. ( See Figure 8 parts 12, 15, 14 ) The
spider bracket is screwed directly to back- hook and moves up and
down with the receiver hook.
Through the lock-out bracket the spider bracket forms a
part of the "ringing- in" circuit, when the telephone is in its
normal state. The lock-out bracket in its normal position rests
on the middle spring of talking and lock-out springs assembly.
( See Figure 1 part 8 }. This spring is directly connected to
harmonic ringer, and this circuit in part consists of spider
bracket, frame and top talking spring. ( Figure 7 and 8 ) . The
complete circuit is discussed under the "Harmonic Hinger". No
trouble is experienced with the lock-out bracket itself as all
adjustments are made on the springs that it controls. The two
lower springs or lock-out springs should be as near to each
other as possible when in normal positioni They control the
energizing of the lock-out coil, and their contact should occur

as soon as possible after the beginning of the upward
stroke of
the lock-out bracket. The
adjustment of the position of these
springs, as with most all other contact springs, is made
by
bending the springs at their assembly point. The upper two
springs of this group are commonly called the talking springs,
and when the receiver hook is up they are across the two
sides
of the line. vThen the line is in normal condition it must
not
show a short so the lock-out bracket holds the lower spring
away
when the receiver hook is down, and allows the two springs to
come into contact when the receiver hook is up.
In operation of the receiver hook, the normal stop holds
the top springs together, and the lower spring only moves during
the upward stroke of the lock-out bracket. 'Then dial is rotated
the normal stop moves away and the upper talking spring follows
it for a short distance. The lower talking spring is prevented
from following by the lock-out bracket. ( See Figure 1 part 8.
14 15.). I't follows then that the
upper talking spring should
have enough tension so that it will move upward when the normal
stop leaves ut. Also the lower talking spring should have
enough tension so that it will move upward when the lock-out
bracket leaves it.
The next component of the spider bracket which comes after
lock-out bracket is the ground spring bracket. As explained before^
this bracket moves up and engages the ground cut off and the
transmitter closing springs. (Jn the end of the bracket is fitted
a small fibre tip, which is present to engage the springs and
yet not short them to the frame. in the operation it is very
important that the contact of the Uro lower springs be broken
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before the upper springs are engaged. If such is not the case
the line will be in a short and grounded condition, the ground
connectinn coming from the lover connection, and the short being
due to the contact of the U'O upoer springs. ( See Eigure 1 part
6 ). As explained in the introauction this is the condition lor
releasing, and the result would be the releasing of the connec-
tions in the exchange, if any had been made up to that stage.
The reverse of this riae applies when the ground bracket is moving
downward, the two lower springs should not make contact \intil the
contact of the two upper springs is broken. The adjustment to
enable the above operations is obtained b^ bending the springs
until they remain in proper positions for each position of the
ground bracket. In rare cases the angle of the ground bracket
tip becomes deranged and it becomes necessary to bend the tip to
get reciuired conditions.
The ground bracket has one other function, and that is of
breaking tho contact of ground spring and ground post when
the receiver hook is pulled down. This condition is shown in
Figure 1.
The release bracket engages the release springs during its
downward motion only. It should keep the springs in contact a
maximum length of time to insure a positive release. To make
this contact of as long duration as possible the inner spring
has a wide thumb projecting over in the line of the release
bracket. This thumb is about t inch wide. The inner spring
is bent into a position so that release bracket will come into
contact with it the instant the downward stroke begins. The
other two springs are in line with the first with their platinum

points about .0£ inch apart. The "bracket pushes the inner spring
against the middle spring which comes into contact with the outer
spring. By having spring contact points so close the ahove ac-
tion is completed the first instant of the downward stroke. This
contact continues while the bracket tip is passing along the spiring
thumb. Uovv the inner spring is attached to the frame and conse-
quently to vertical side of line, the middle spring is attached
to the rotary line, and the outside spring is attached to ground.
Then v;hen springs are brought together the lines are shorted and
grounded v/hich releases exchange connections. After the bracket
has passed the spring thumb the springs return to nornial position.
Release springs should be clear of each other at all times, except
during downward movement of receiver hock, i or this reason the
release bracket passes to the rear of the thumb bracket on its
upward stroke and does not engage the springs.
D. Back Hook Pawl and Spring.
The back hook pawl has its bearing on a pinion attached
to the back hook. 7/hen the receiver hook is up it rests on the
pawl stop, which prevents it from engaging the gear wheel. 7/hen
the receiver hook is pulled down tho pawl is lifted away from the
stop and the pawl spring causes the pawl to engage with the gear
wheel teeth. ( See Figure 8 part 4 ).
In the pawl operation the main trouble that occurs is the
binding of th^e pawl on the stop. This is due to the uneven shape
of the pawl shoulder or to the corroding of pawl shoulder and stop
or to too much tension in the pavv^ spring. The trouble due to
corroded parts can be obviated by covering the rubbing parts with
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graphite with a soft lead pencil. This allows the parts to slide
over each other without friction. The tensioia in the spring
must be j^st sufficient to cause the pawl to engage the gear wheel
at the first instant of the downward stroke of the receiver hook.
In case the rubbing parts are rough, they can be filed and graph-
ite applied.
The above adjustments are very important, for in case the
pawl does bind, the ground spring bracket does not go up ftr en-
ough, and as a result the ground cut-off and transmitter closing
springs are not operated. V/hen the pawl binds the back- hook
movement is stopped, which necessarily causes the ground bracket
to stop.
E. Back Hook Spring and Link.
The function of the back hook spring is to keep the
receiver hook up when the receiver is removed. It is connected
to the back hook by means of the back hook spring link. ( See
Figure 8 parts 7 10 ). She spring is a slender, curved piece of
blued steel and has one end hooked over a frame lug, and rests
against a frame post at an intermediate point, and hooks to the
back hook link at the other end. 7hen the receiver hook moves
down, the left part of back hook moves upward. This pulls on the
liak and spring. Then when the receiver hook is released the
tension in the spring causes a reverse operation restoring the
hook to its upward position.
The back hook spring must be adjusted to raise the
receiver hook fully against a slight hand pressure. Its tension
must not be so great, however, that the receiver hook is not
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restored to normal position when receiver is hung up. In the
motion of the spring is must not rub against frame or strike on
the governor bearing screw nut. ( See Figure 8 part 8 ).
2. Lock-out Relay Assorably.
In the operation of party lines it is necessary to have somei
arrangement whereby the use of the line by the different subscrib-
ers can be regulated. Should one party be using a line it is
imperative that a second party on the line cannot call, or release
the connections set up by the fi^-st. To attain these conditions
the lock-out relay has been devised. In this discussion the term
"lock-out relay" includes the relay, mechanical parts, and
instrument circuits that control its operation. Two divisions
can rightly be made, the electrical circuit including coil, springs,
and attending wires, and the mechanical parts that enter into
the apparatus itself. In the discussion, however, the two will
be taken up together to show the relation and effect the electri-
cal changes have on the movements of the mechanical parts. The
reader may find it helpful to refer to Figures 1, 5a, 8 and 9.
The different parts will be taken up according to their action
in the process of "locking -out". The outline of the parts
arranged on this plan is as follows; main lock-out springs
( Figure 1 part 8 ); coil armature and attending parts; lock-
out relay springs and top lock-out springs; and relay plunger
release
.
The main lock-out springs are connected to the ground and
the rotary side of line, and are the control springs of the relay.
When a party line is in use there is "battery" on the line.

Fig. 9- Lock-out Re\cky.
i ^ ocA:/^^ TTc/ay r/a^^<tr: S.- G r. Circuit
^prm^s.
Z.^ Horm.l Contact Spr.n^. e.^r./k^-^
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^a^pcrt. T-jLock~<=>dt Co//
3.-T/ung<z r Tjp
3.- Gontact ^^ritf^
from HutD.£f^ct Co. Tr/nf.
I!
I
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This means that there is a difference of potential between the
line wires at the telephone where a second party attempts to call.
Then when this party lifts the receiver the hook moves np and
closes the main lock-out springs as described under the spider
bracket. The loci-- out coil is in the circuit controlled by the
main lock-out springs, and when these springs make contact, a
connecti-n is established between the ground and the rotaiy side
of the line.
liThen this connection is established, the lock-out coil
is energized, and this causes the coV armature to -pull up.
( See Figure 9 part 4 ). 'A'hen the armature pulls over it carries
the locking relay plunger with it. The locking relay plunger is
attached to the receiver hook assembly, ahd as the hook moves up
the plunger moves with it. ( See Figure 8 part 16 ) . As the
plunger moves up in this position, the plunger shoulder catches
normal contact spring and lifts it clear of the other springs.
( See Figure 9 parts 2 and 9 ). In normal position this contact
spring holds the lower four springs together, so when it is raised,
the four springs rise and part contact, due to their own tension.
Ihen this action takes place, the function of lock-out relay for
upward motion of the hook is carried out. The two upper springs
are in the transmitter circuit so when they are parted no talking
can be done, and the two lower springs are in the ground circuit
and no calling or releasing can be done.
Now as the hook continues to move upward, the ground bracket
on the receiver hook assembly opens the lock-out coil circuit as
explained in a foregoing part. This action allows the coil arma-
ture to release, and the plunger drops back releasing the normal
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contact spring. As the contact spring is released it falls and
catches tn the shoulder of the contact spring support, remaining
in this position as long as the receiver hook is up.
How as the receiver hook is pulled downward the plunger
comes into contact ^,-ith the tip of contact spring support. ( See
Figure 9 part 9 ). This pushes the support outward allowing the
contact spring to return to normal position, which causes the
lock-out relay springs to come into contact.
The lock-out rels&r causes considerable trouble, and is the
most unsatisfactory part of the party line telephone. The parts
require very minute adjustment, and even after adjustment is made
they are very unstable, due to the plan and general arrangement.
In a following section a proposed lock-out device is presented.
The troubles and disadvantages of the present device will now be
taken u^).
It can readily be seen that the lock-out relay must not
lock-out when the line is not in use, but unfortunately the
present device win do this at times. This is due to the stiff
and corroded condition that the plunger and normal contact spring
attain. At other times the coil armature does not move freely,
and continually holds the plunger in line of the normal contact
spring. The only remedy for this is to adjust the parts carefully
and keep them free from rust and dust.
Another trouble is that the ground spring bracket breaks
the contact of the upper lock-out springs before the normal
contact spring has been lifted to the height of the support
shoulder. If such is the case the relay springs are left in
contact, and calling and releasing can take place. The adjust-
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ment for this trouble is to raise the position of the upper
lock-out springs or lower the whole relay. Either one of these
adjaistments would cause the breaking of the coil circuit to come
later, thus allowing the normal cnntact spring to catch on the
support shoulder.
The shape of the plunger shoulder is very important. It
should have a clean, sc^uare, smooth notch, to catch the spring,
lift it the required height, and then allow it to slip off
without binding. The plunger should not bind in - he armature
retaining link, and yet should fit snugly to the coil side of the
link to insure quick action.
In the downward movement of the plunger it should not touch
the release spring assembly, as this would short the two sides
of the line. And furthermore in its downward motion it should
not release the contact spring' from the support unti] the release
springs hsve returned to normal position. If such is the case the
relay springs will be closed throwing ground on to the frame which
will cause line connections to release. The adjustment to prevent
this, is to bend the tip of contact spring support back, so that
the plunger will not engage it until the release springs have
broken contact.
The most common trouble experienced with the assembly
is the instability of the coils themselves. The coils are of
about 3000 ohms resistance and conseq_uently very fine wire is
used. This wire is acted on by electrolysis and the wire soon
"goes open". The cause and action of the electrolysis is explained
by Mr. E. R. Nerr of the "Automatic Electric Company" as follows.
In normal cond ition t he re is main battery on the frame from
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the rotary side of line, and the lock-out is connected from
one terminal to the ground. The rel^r assembly frame is of metal
and is connected to the main frame. There is a leakage current
which flows from the ground through the coil winding and breaks
through the coil insulation to coil core and thence to frame.
This current causes electrolytic action on the fine winding, so
that it soon breaks down and the coil "goes open".
On the newer lock-out coil the core is wrapped with paraf-
fine paper, and the coil winding is insulated v'ith a patent black
compound. These tend to cut d ovm the leakage current and not
so much trouble is experienced.
4. Harmonic Ringer and Hinger Circuit.
Another necessity for party line service is a special
ringing device. Some arrange nan t must be had whereby one party
on a line may be rung and yet not disturb the other subscribers
on the same line. The rin^ors used on the three wire system
are the "harmonic ringers". These ringers are adjusted and
constructed to ring on different freciuencies of alternatLng
current. The different freq^uencies are created at the exchange
by a specially constructed ringing machine. In the system
under discussion, four stations are maintained on a party line,
and it is therefore necessary to have four different frequencies.
The fret^uencies selected were the 16, SS, 50 and 56 cycles per
second. In common practice 66 cycles is about the highest
frequency that can be used for successfully ringing a bell so
progressive numbers were to give four frequencies and have them
removed as far as possible from each other. A general discussian
j
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and description of one ringer will "be given, and following that
the essential differences between the different station ringers
themselves. Reference will be made to Figure 10 in the discussion
A. Construction.
The ringer coils are screwed to the ringer frame parallel
to each other, '^ith a distance of about inch separating them.
The iron core of each coil, which project about 5/5 inch, are
slotted. The core frame, which supports the armature and clapper
stem, is fitted permanently into these. slots. To the clapper
stem, is fitted the vibrating parts. The most important of these
is the ringer reed which attaches to the core frame and the stem.
The reed is a small thin piece of metal having a thickness of
.058 inch. Its function is to allow the stem to vibrate freely
and having enough tension, to return stem to normal positinn.
The reed is screwed to core frame at each end and is fitted over
and up to the stem shoulder where it is held in position by a .
clamp nut. Below the reed is the armature adjusting nut, which
is the next part to be placed in position during construction.
The function of this nut is to hold armature the proper distance
from coil core. The armature fits over the stem and rests
flush against the adjusting nut. The armature nut screws on the
stem last, and holds the armature into position.
The clapper ball fits over the upper end of stem, and has
a set screw to facilitate a change of position on the stem. The
ringer magnet is attached to the main frame of the ringer, and
projects down and under the armature.
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B. Operation
The ringer operates only when telephone is in its normal
state that is when receiver hook is down. The circuit connections
are from one side of line to the other and are as follows. Start-
ing with rota-ry line binding post on Figure 1, the circuit leads
to the ringers. ( part 1 ). Going through the coils it connects
to a .7 microfarad condenser. This condenser is in the (Circuit
to keep the line from "being short. Hinging can be done through
a condenser where by the operating or calling direct current
will not flow. From the condenser the circuit leads to the
ringer spring. ( Middle spring in part 8 ). From this spring
it goes to the frame, from frame to the top talking spring and
thence to vertical line binding post.
The operation of the harmonic ringer is essentially the
same as that of all common ringers. The coils are connected in
series in order that they will operate alternately. The perma-
nent magnet holds a permanent field around the armature and coils.
During one half of a cycle one core will be a south pole and the
other a north and during the other half of cycle, the poles will
be reversed. Due to the repulsion and attraction for the poles
for the parts of cycle the armature will be thrown against core
and then drawn a\^ray. This motion keeps up continuously, the speed
being determined by the freq^uency.
C. Differences.
How that the general idea of a typical harmonic ringer
has been given, the essential difference between ringers of
different stations will be discussed. 77ith one exception the
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differences in the ringers are all mechanicel. This difference
is in the "A" station of 16 cycle ringer. The ringer coils for
this station have a resistance of appro? iraately r400 olims while
the other coils hcve a resistance of 500 ohms, fhis difference
is due to the fact thr^t the "A" station ringer has such slow
action that not eo much energy is needed and therefore a sms ller
current. I^ue to the slow motion of the 16 cycle ringer the reed
must be more pliahle than the reeds of the faster ringers. For
this station the ringer reed is the thinnest of the four stations.
As the frequency increases the reeds must he thicker to respond
each to its own frequency. In setting up a ringer it is very
important that the right thickness reed he put in or the ringer
may operate on other frequencies
.
The opposite of this rule is followed in the selection of
the clapper halls or weights. On the 16 cycle ringer the clapper
weight is ahoi^t three inches in length, and has a large moment
of inertia. This large moment of inertia holds the vihration
to the low frequency. As the frequency increases ^ith the dif-
ferent station ringers, the size of clapper weight decreases in
order that the stem assemhlies can keep up vjith the frequency.
So in the^cj/cle ringer, the ringer weight is very small and
has scarcely any v-eight at all. The ahove two differences are
the only variation in construction of the station ringers.
D. Adjustments.
The harmonic ringers, although operating well under good
adjustments, are not an entire success. The greatest trouble
experienced is their liability to "ring over". The term "ring
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over" means that one cycle harmonic rings on the fre^^uency
of another cvcle harmonic. This trouble may be caused by im-
proper weight of clapper weight, reed of wrong thickness, or
improper position of armature with respect to the cores. In
adjusting to obviate this trouble different positions of clapper
weight is tried. This is done by moving the weight up and do^m
on the clapper stem and testing for each position. If this does
not eliminate the trouble the position of the armature is changed.;
This is done by loosening armature lock nut and moving armature
adjusting nut up or down as the case may demand. In ordinary
operation the armature should be from l/8 to i/l6 inch from core.
Clamp nut should be as tight as possible and all other parts
should be as firmly fixed, for loose parts often cause the
"ring over". As a la.et resource the reed is taken out and examin-
ed, it may be a small fraction of an inch under or over size
which would cause the trouble or it may be bent or not hate the
proper attachment to the frame. In this adjustment all the
ffii^nor details must be noted.
Another common trouble is the failure to ring. This
can be attributed to many causes, the chief of which is due to
improper position of the armatura . This adjustment was discusced
in the preceding paragraph. Another source of not ringing is due
to a weak mfignet. This trouble is indicnted by a weak vibration
of the stem assembly. The cause for this is the poor permeabili-
ty of the magnet. In this case the magnet is removed and a
rough test made. This test is to use a block of soft iron
weighing 4.5 ounces. If either end of the magnet fails to lift
this weight the magnet is discarded. Another failure to ring
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may te due to improper connection of ringer coils. The ringer
coils should he connected in series, i. e. the inside end of one
cast winding should he connected to the outside end of other
cast winding. Care -hould he taken that this connecting poin;t
is not shorted on the frame. If such is the case a division of
the ringing current will take place, with the result of weak
ringing or no ringing at all.
Ringers are sometimes found that have a metallic knocking
while ringing. One cause of this is due to the armature hitting
the cores. This trouble can he done away with by setting the
armature farther away, snd moving gong a little closer to clapper
weight. In some ringers a short magnet is found. In these cases
the end of clapper stem rests on or is touching the magnet with
the result that the magnetism holds the stem to the megnet. im-
pairing its free motion and causing the metallic knocking.
5, Talking and Hinging Out Circuits.
The talking circuit is metallic, and the ringing out
circuit is from the ground to vertical side of line. As far as
the push button springs the two circuits are common to one side.
The talking circuit is established when the receiver hook goes
up. This circuit will be traced out b^/ means of Figure 1. Start-
ing from the vertical line binding post { part 16 ) the circuit
goes to the talking sprir.g { part 8 ), It then continues
through the lower spring to the middle push button spring. ( See
part 12 ). Going through top push button spring it continues
on through the outside winding of the induction coil. From
the induction coil it continues on through the transmitter to
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the upper talking springs, ( part 6 ), through the upper talking
springs to the transmitter springs in the lock-out relay { part
9 ). It is at this point that the talking circuit is broken
when the lock-out relay operates. From the relay springs the
circuit continues to the rotaiy line binding post, which completes
the "metallic" connection.
The ringing out circuit is from ground to the vertical side
of line. The circuit is completed when the push button is pressed
Starting from ground binding post ( part 18 ) the circuit goes
to upper lock-out relay springs, then to ground spring, ground
post and to lower push button spring. 'Hhen push button is pressed
the talking circuit is broken and the ringing out circuit contin-
ues from middle spring through talking springs to vertical line
binding post.
The main troubles that occur in the talking circuit are
due to the induction coil, transmitter and various springs in
the circuit. In some cases the induction coil "goes open"
without any apparent cause. One plausible explanation is electro-
lytic action. In the ringing out condition a current from ground
flows through coil, and in the locking- out condition a current
flows. In ordinary usage those currents do not flow long, so
if electrolytic action did take place it would be very small.
However, the action takes place in the lock-out coil and it is
no more than probable that such a thing could occur in the inr
auction coil. The theory is backed up by the fact that in
rewinding the coils a green deposit is found at points where the
coil has gone open which is a sign of electrolysis.
The transmitter, an importfmt part in the talking circuit.
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causes considerable trouble. This trouble arises principally
from the weak points in its constructlcn. The plan of the
transmitter is to have the inner frame assembly act as one terminr-
al and the round center disk, which is in contact with the carbon,
act as the other terminal. In bringing the terminals into
transmitter care must be taken that both terminals are not touching
frame. To avoid this, the clip terminal that is connected to
carbon disk is covered with rubber tubing. This tubing will in
time give away and allow clip to touch frame which shorts out
transmitter.
Another trouble is the nois^y effect that some transmitters
give. This is due to the carbon in retaining cup of transmitter,
being too coarse. If the carbon granules are too large, they will
give a grating sound v/hen energized. In cases of this kind the
carbon has been taken out and ground in a common mortar. On
putting the carbon back in the cup and testing, the trouble was
found to have disappeared.
The receiver operates from the inside or fine winding of
induction coil. As receiver troubles are common to all telephones,
they will not be taken up here.

PART II
INDEPENDENT LINE TELEPHONE.
The independent line telephones are of two styles, the wall
type and the desk type. They are identical as concern working
parts and circuits, the difference being that terminal block, push
button springs and induction coil are in base of the desk set.
The party line telephone includes all the parts and cir-
cuits that are in the independent line instruments therefore a
detailed discussion of the different parts will not be necessary.
It only remains then to point out the differences of the two
types.
Figure 1 showes the parts for the complete party line
telephone. Figure 2 shows all of the spring ocontacts that are
necessary with the exception of the push button springs, in an
independent line telephone. It will be noticed that the lock-out
relay, transmitter closing and ground cut-off springs are absent,
1 as they are not necessary in the single party telephone. Due to
this all of the circuits are simplified, for example the ground
circuit instead of going through ground cut-off springs and lock-
out springs and lock-out rela^/ springs goes directly to the ground
spring and ground release spring. Such is the case with all of
the other circuits. Eliminate the special party line parts and
run the wires to their final points and will then have connection
plan for the independent line telephone.
One important featiire in v,rhich the independent line inslru-^-
J
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ment differs from the party line, is the preliminary rotary im-
pulse. The independent lines are not cnnnected directly to a
first selector in exchange as are the party lines, so the prelim-
inary impulse is to ground the rotary side of line and thus select
a first selector on which the calling is to be started.
This prelirainar:^ impulse is obtained by having a double
shoulder on the rotary spring. \?ith this double shoulder, the
rotary impulse tooth will engage rotary spring when going in either
direction. Then when dial is first rotated in a clockwise direc-
tion, the tooth pushes spring to post which gives the preliminary
impulse
•
Another minor d iffere nee in the two instruments is that
the springs in the independent line instrument which are in the
ringing- in circuit, correspond to the main lock-out. springs in
the party line telephone.
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PAHT III
PROPOSED CHANGES.
1. Release Springs Support.
The first proposed change to he taken up is a new method
of supporting release springs essemhly. As can be seen in Figure
2 the asserahly is only supported by two screws. When springs are
engaged the assembly often moves or turns around on these screws,
thus throwing springs out of line of release bracket. The pro-
posed idea is to hsve a clamp bolt put through raetal nart of
assembly in addition to the screws. This would hold the assembly
in place
.
2. Positive Lock-out Relay.
As explained in a preceding sei^tioQ the lock-out relay in
the present form is very unsatisfactory, so the idea of a now de-
vice has presented itself. Figure 11 shows a diagram of this
new device.
The main function of the device is to catch the receiver
hook after the first fraction of its upward stroke and hold it
in this position as long as the hook is released. This device
has been designed so that it could be attached to the present
instruments with very little change.
The same coil end armature can be used, with a small change
in position of the coil. The main lock-out springs as now arrange
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will govern the action of the coil. Fow vrhen receiver hook
stsrts up these springs meke contect the first fraction of a
second. This causes coil to energize and ermature to pull
up. r/hen armature pulls up, armature hook linL- is pulled over,
and as armature hook link is directly connected to lock-out
hook, the hook is pulled over with armature. ( See parts 4,
7 and 8 ) . -low armature hook hs s a notch in it , as shown in
Figure 11 part 5. In line vyith this notch is a screw pin which
is attached to frame. IJow when lock-out hook is pulled over, the
notch engages this pin and arrests the upward motion of hook.
This completes the fur.ction of the device. As the hook does not
go up more than a small fraction of an inch, no ground or battery
is thrown ol parts due to the spring not making, and dial end
receiver hook are locked so no calling or releasing can be done.
Fow when line is not in use coil will not be energized as
hook goes up, but some pit n must be had whereby lock-cut hook
will not engage pin. This is done by having a norm.al guide spring
which holds hook out of line of pin. This spring has a force
very smi-11 compared to the coil arm&ture, so it does not interfere
with the locking out action.
5. Accessibility of Impulse Spring.
As the i':;pulse springs are now situated "^hey are between
the two sides of the frame and ere very inaccessable . The idea
that presents itself for the change is to have that part of
assembly, impulse springs and ground post set out fi'rther, and
to have the ground post come up undei the rotary impulse spring
instead of over. By this arrangement the parts could be re&ched
si
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Fig. 12,
Proposed Loc/c-oui" Devise.
X n Ioakout posiTioto.
Irl^cczn^cr Hook.. Quid Sfri^^
2 - ^ack Hook .
3.- H in^zd J'oint.
j^." Lcckoo't Hooky,
5." Screw to firam € .
7 - rm aturtt- Hook L ink
.
8. " Hfi^Q '^cfrc,
9. - Lockcujt Coif.
n4
11
«
seiN^CL 1lwv->oJ bseoc^o^^
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more easily for adjustraent.
The automatic two \'vire to lephohe , which is a later and "bet-
ter system, has many superior devices which are applicable t o t he
three wire instrument. By applying these, many improvements
could be made.
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